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Both bridges are called Nashville type with the usual metric M5 bolts and bushings. The ABM bridge also has a locking feature to prevent the fall when changing strings, 

Gibson- & ABM-Hardware 
for Les Paul, SG and similar guitars
Two Pauline! They look like two peas in a pot – and yet there are significant differences  
which are hardly visible to the eye of the beholder.

Compared

ABM-Brücke API-Brücke
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but also exerts an influence on the sound (the locking feature is only available outside the USA).

This first actual Gibson Les Paul Studio is 
equiped with hardware from the supplier 
Advanced Plating, it´s gemini is equipped 
with a T.O.M. bridge ABM #2504, 
including a Stop-Tailpiece #3020. This allows 
us to write a meaningful direct comparison
report. ABM builds in its #2500-series 
four bridges in the Tune-o-matic style 
to provide a wide compatibilty to the 
original fitting. These are as follows:

Model #2500-RE, the Vintage-ABR-bridge, 
for Custom-Shop-Reissue-Models, Les Paul 
Custom or other Vintage-Guitars
Model #2500, the modern ABR with 74mm 
distance bolt  
Model #2504 a replacement for Gibsons 
Nashville-Bridges, as used on the actual Les 
Paul Studio and Standard.
Model #2506 for bridges, that come with  
large Bolts (6,5mm). You often think about 
it looking on Asian Les Paul copies.

The Stop Tailpiece #3020 is milled from 
solid bell brass and model #3020A from 
aluminium. Also shows the ABM catalog 
all sorts of bolts and screws  around the 
TOM bridges. Outside of the U.S. ABM 
offers the locking feature by request - In 
the US hardware maker TonePros
does own a patent for the locking 
function. 
Two small Allen screws press to the 
retaining bolt, providing a firm fit and 

preventing a fall when changing 
strings. Quite a few experts claim, 
however, that a tune-o-matic 
bridge without locking sounds 
better, because the bridge requires  
air to „breath“ to guarantee  
transparency, sustain and airy 
overtones. ABM agrees with this 
opinion: "The bridge body must 
have the whole unit vibrate slightly 
to give the sustain and the 
complete harmonic-structure to 
the bolts further!" Therefore, the 
locking screws of the test guitar 
are separate and not mounted. 
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A quick test has proven that by using the locked 
bridge the sound appears to be still defined and 
direct, but you must accept same bass and 
treble loss thus less vitality and dynamism. So 
the little screw will remain unscrewed ...

Construction

One of our test Paula's got the bridge #2504, 
together with the #3020-Stop-Tailpiece 
mounted. The latter is machined from solid bell 
brass, just like the TOM bridge itself and 
associated parts such as saddles, knurled wheels
and sleeves. Screws and bolts are made ??of steel. 
The bolts of the tailpiece and bushings are made 
from brass. The milling of the solid material is 
very expensive and time consuming - no wonder 
that almost no other manufacturer (except 
Callaham) uses this method of production for a 
tune-o-matic bridge.
Like most of the other manufacturers Gibson 
uses the less expensive die-casting method to 
produce its bridge hardware. These bridges are 
made of die-cast-zinc and the tailpiece 
supposable is made of die-cast steel.

...The Gibson hardware from a die-cast material.The ABM hardware is made of solid bell brass...

As a result of using this particular casting 
process the materials are considerably more 
brittle and inhomogeneous and even show air 
pockets which as a consequence impact the 
smooth, balanced sound transmission. 

ABM has examined the issue meticulously. Also 
cast bridges do have never real cylindrical bores 
for receiving the locking pin, as by casting the 
holes are formed rather conical, and are 
therefore at an end of a bit further than the 
other. 

The ABM bridge is milled from a solid 
block of bell brass.

Overview

Brand: ABM
Model: 2504 Bridge & 3020 Stop-Tailpiece
Type:    Bridge and Stoptail for Gibson 

Guitars and similar Instruments

Country of Origin: Germany

Material: Bell Brass, solid milled
Finishes: Nickel, 24K-Gold, Chrome

StoneAge Nickel, Golden-Age
 Black Chrome, custom-plating: 
Chrome and Black Chrome Matt

Weigth: 

Distribution: ABM GmbH

ALLPARTS USA

www.abm-guitarparts.de

www.allparts.com

Prices: starting from € 79 (#2504) 

77 g (bridge), 92 g (Stop-Tailpiece)  

and € 69 (#3020) 
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The milling method makes it possible to carry 
out absolutely uniform, cylindrical holes, 
where the hole has exactly the same 
dimensions from the start point until the end 
point of the hole -  which proves a dynamic 
and wide-band audio transmission benefit.

The images of the two sawed tailpiece 
demonstrate the said: While the high density 
bell brass has got a flat, totally balanced 
metal structure the die-cast material Gibson 
shows an uneven structure and clear air 
pockets.

Bell Brass, the material on what the T.O.M. 
bridge and stop tailpiece is made of, is 
fundamentally a very musical material that 
provides a clear string separation,  a firm 
basic tone and a rich harmonic content. 

The #2504 bridge is not only a pure bruiser 
like many of the brass products which are 
still known from the 70s, but is also able to 
respond with a rapid attack to accelerate the 
sound very speedy almost like “firing it into 
the orbit”, due to an intricate production 
where the thickness of the wall has been 
reduced down to 1mm. For someone who 
would like to adjust the frequency response 
of its guitar with more uniformity and more 
transparency, alternatively the #3020A 
tailpiece can be used, which is milled from 
aluminum and significantly lighter than the 
currently mounted #3020 brass. To compare: 
The ABM Tailpieces brass weighs about 92 
grams, the equivalent of just 31 grams of 
aluminum. The Gibson stop tailpiece, die-
cast material is the way to 89 grams.

The cheap cast material that Gibson uses 
with lot of inclusions and even air pockets.

It was quite clear that both Les Pauls 
would sound different because the 
bridge construction is a tonal interface, 
the critical spot on the guitar which 
decides how the sound will develop. 
Changes here will always have a bigger 
impact than most other modifications 
that you can do to a guitar. I have never 
thought that the difference would be so 
significant. 

The ABM reinforced Les Paul sounds as 
a rug had been pulled away from the 
amp. It hung there no ... it sounded just 
act as if I have indeed played the guitar 
with the original Gibson hardware. 

The Les Paul with the ABM hardware 
however has more of everything - more 
treble, more bass, faster attack, more 
sustain, more transparency, more 
dynamic - and makes this Les Paul 
Studio a very different guitar, she 
reaches a significantly higher quality 
level in terms of their sound. She now 
acts much more musical than her poor 
sister, who produces alongside their 
weak basic workmanship and material 
quality in a direct comparison clearly 
felt and heard worse sound! Musty 
bass, dominant, unattractive mids and 
underrepresented heights give off. a 
shocking testimony of how low can you 
go an icon.

The TOM Bridge helps the Les Paul but 
in a more pronounced quantum leap 
than high-quality, expensive instruments 
- but a similar comparison with high-end 
guitars would be, especially after that 
clear comparison test, also very exciting. 
Who mainly plays distorted up to fully 
distorted will certainly hear the 
difference between these two hardware 
worlds with less than clean or overdrive 
sound. But wherever the guitar - and 
not the amp and effects - define the 
sound, such ABM TOM bridge and 
tailpiece is invaluable. 

The ABM hardware, consisting of 2504-
TOM Bridge and the 3020-tailpiece just 
makes the difference between poor and 
medium, medium and good, good and very 
good - just like in soccer, a good playmaker 
from a really bad team though does not 
equal a Champions League winners, but 
they may well lead higher in the table a 
couple of places. 

Our test instrument, one of the literally 
cheap Gibson Les Paul Studio has been, 
at least helped at once to a higher sound 
quality.

People  - like ourselves – who are able to 
hear the difference of before and after 
comparing the two les Pauls guitars 
directly, will not hesitate to grant their 
guitar a wellness treatment.

By comparison these ABM parts are 
certainly not the cheapest but the test has 
shown - they are really worth it.

Sound is of course always a matter of 
taste. 

But if one has the feeling that the 
change at the central location of tone,   
at the interface between strings and 
body - the instrument suddenly sounds 
a lot more potential - yes, on many 
more lives - Than previously available, 
then that is no longer a matter of taste, 
but pure physics, in the service of the 
best possible sound reproduction.

T he solid Bell Brass has got a homogeniusT he solid Bell Brass has got a homogenius
s tructure.


